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Crusader Talklnq Points
We believe ftat Crusader is t near4erna risk with OSD.

_2 A decision to kill Cruseder nuts soldiers at risk;
A decision to kill Crusader Is a decision to keep Paladin.

Paladin Is 40 years old -lYSOs.-era technology. We did nOt
modernize cannon artillery with Big 5 in 1980s. We have reduced
artiII&y by 25% since DESERTSTORM.

s We have been oulgunned since WWII and still are by any credible
adversary, asp. the "aXis of evil" nations.

s There are no other ground-based fires fematives.
A decision to keep Palaain requires us to rely on airpower r immature and
unproven technologies.

Air power support to ground forces Le ephemeral- -demands air
superiority and suppression of enemy aii defenses before
responding to demands of soldiers on the ground.
The effects of air power against the Taliban and Al Qaada have been
far less than decisive- required ground forces to finish the job-
under the most favorable conditions imaginable.
We must have responsive fires today. Paladin is obsolete. Crusader
provides 2417, aH weather, aJl-terraIn, re-engagement capability.
Natfires is merely conceptual (briefing slides) at this stage and years
away from R&D, much less f1ldlng.

Relying oñ Paladin and alrpower puts ground forces and American soldiers
at risk.

Studies show Crusader enhances the Joint force and reduces
American casualties by 30%.

Degradinq land power pabiIIttes and puttlnq qound formations at risk for
sake of cost-cuthn is to call into uestionhe relevance Of l.pgyer.

Questioning the relevance of land power questions the relevance of the
Army and the Marine Corps.

Has Implications foE force structure

Has implications for endstrength

Has implications for Installations and communities

Most important, reducing the capabilities öf land po will place national
security at risk:

Reminiscent of unpreparedness in late 1930s

Reminiscent of unpreparedness In 1950.
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Reminiscent of the hollow Army In the late '1970s.

The President will have fewer options m'the global war on terrorism and In
all future confliets. This cut strikes at the concept of fulk:lirnens tonal,
capabilities-based force,

ßLUF: A decision to kill Crusader puts the relevance of tend power, hence
the Army, in question.

Additional points:

This is not the Crusader that Governor uh bashed In the campaign, lt ¡s
slimmer, faster, more responsive. We heard the criticism and responded.
We've gone from 70 tons to 3B taris..

OSD is looking for a quick kill to demonstrate their political prowess and
their commitment to transformation. Killing a relatively small program,
$11 B- - which Is on time and on budget- 4s much easier than killing more
expensive programs with greater problems, such as F-22 and V-22.

The second QOR identified four types of risk that must be balanced. This
action needlessly creates significant operational and future challenges
risk.
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